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KEEP HOLY THE SABBATH
Reclaiming Sunday

DR. TIMOTHY GRAY

“A practical, back-to-basics realization of how to align 
oneself with God and His Will.”
~Jeff, Conowingo MD

“Dr. Gray explores the historical significance of the 
Sabbath and the establishment of the Lord’s Day, and 
gives a very compelling argument for our culture to 
renew our appreciation for the Lord, our family, and 
friends—all by making the Lord’s day a day of rest
and reflection.”
~Darlene, Essex Junction VT

“Great talk! A must-listen!”
~Mickey, Philadelphia PA

“Dr. Gray offers divine wisdom rooted firmly
in Scripture!”
~Julie, Sterling VA

“An excellent look at the Sabbath! This provides the 
historical context for the Christian celebration of this 
holy day. It provides me with insights that I had not 
considered... The historical and biblical context is
very helpful in understanding the Sabbath here in the 
21st century.”
~Barney, Overland Park KS

“This talk has the power to transform lives and rebuild 
families by encouraging people to take Sundays off.
We must reconnect with real people and have time
for silence.”
~Vivian, Georgetown TX

“This talk helped me to understand why and how to
live my Sabbath away from emails, texting, and surfing 
the internet.”
~Louise, Cincinnati OH

“This talk is the antidote to today’s over-busy lifestyle... 
The Sabbath rest will change the culture and aid the 
New Evangelization!”
~Julie, St. Petersburg FL

Dr. Timothy Gray is the president of the Augustine Institute 
and is a well known Scripture scholar and Catholic speaker. 
With fascinating detail and examples, Dr. Gray here 
discusses the profound importance for individuals, and for 
modern society, of properly observing Sunday as the Lord’s 
Day by exploring God’s gift of the Sabbath in the Old 
Testament. He aims to help us reclaim our Sunday from the 
hustle and bustle of our busy lives.
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